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Background-—Structural remodeling of human atria plays a key role in sustaining atrial fibrillation (AF), but insufficient quantitative
analysis of human atrial structure impedes the treatment of AF. We aimed to develop a novel 3-dimensional (3D) structural and
computational simulation analysis tool that could reveal the structural contributors to human reentrant AF drivers.

Methods and Results-—High-resolution panoramic epicardial optical mapping of the coronary-perfused explanted intact human
atria (63-year-old woman, chronic hypertension, heart weight 608 g) was conducted during sinus rhythm and sustained AF
maintained by spatially stable reentrant AF drivers in the left and right atrium. The whole atria (107961985 mm3) were then
imaged with contrast-enhancement MRI (9.4 T, 18091809360-lm3 resolution). The entire 3D human atria were analyzed for wall
thickness (0.4–11.7 mm), myofiber orientations, and transmural fibrosis (36.9% subendocardium; 14.2% midwall; 3.4%
subepicardium). The 3D computational analysis revealed that a specific combination of wall thickness and fibrosis ranges were
primarily present in the optically defined AF driver regions versus nondriver tissue. Finally, a 3D human heart–specific atrial
computer model was developed by integrating 3D structural and functional mapping data to test AF induction, maintenance, and
ablation strategies. This 3D model reproduced the optically defined reentrant AF drivers, which were uninducible when fibrosis and
myofiber anisotropy were removed from the model.

Conclusions-—Our novel 3D computational high-resolution framework may be used to quantitatively analyze structural substrates,
such as wall thickness, myofiber orientation, and fibrosis, underlying localized AF drivers, and aid the development of new patient-
specific treatments. ( J Am Heart Assoc. 2017;6:e005922. DOI: 10.1161/JAHA.117.005922.)
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A trial fibrillation (AF) is the most common sustained heart
rhythm disturbance.1 Current ablation strategies for

persistent/permanent AF or AF with concurrent cardiac
diseases are disappointing, with a <30% long-term success
rate for single-ablation procedures.1–3 This inadequate suc-
cess rate may be because of the lack of basic understanding
of the underlying atrial functional and structural substrates
that sustain AF directly in human hearts4–7 and emphasizes

the need for quantitative tools to evaluate human atrial 3-
dimensional (3D) structural features in both clinical and
experimental settings.

It has been suggested that AF may be driven by discrete
reentrant drivers,6–8 ablation of which could treat the
arrhythmia. However, current clinical structural imaging,
including late gadolinium–enhanced MRI9, and electrode
mapping approaches, lack the necessary resolution to resolve
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the defining structural–functional characteristics or “finger-
prints” of AF drivers, including but not limited to transmural
arrhythmogenic fibrosis, wall thickness variations, and
myofiber misalignment.6–8 To date, there are no tools
available to systematically analyze important structural char-
acteristics, such as fibrosis distribution patterns, myofiber
orientations, and wall thickness, across both atrial chambers
in the human heart because of the inherent complexity of the
atrial wall and the low resolution of current clinical imaging
technology.10–14

Large-animal structural models, such as sheep15,16 and
goats,17 have been used to investigate myofiber structure and
surface geometry of the intact atria and progress has been
made in defining the mechanisms of AF in animal models.4,18

However, the interspecies difference in atrial structure and
physiology may diminish the translational applications of
these models to human AF.7 The first realistic human atrial
structural model was developed from cryosection images with
a spatial resolution of 330 lm3 of a deceased 59-year-old
woman, but the model only included fiber orientations that

were limited to major muscular bundles and lacked informa-
tion on fibrosis.10 The explanted human atrial myofiber
structure was recently studied using a micro–computed
tomographic imaging with 49-lm3 resolution integrated with
functional optical mapping data to investigate the effect of
atrial structure on sinus rhythm and arrhythmia activation
patterns.19 Furthermore, myofiber orientations of ex vivo
human atria were also studied by diffusion tensor approach20

using clinical 3 T MRI with �400-lm3 resolution. However,
these methodologies cannot visualize fibrosis, which may play
a crucial role in AF maintenance mechanisms and specifically
in AF driver location and spatial stability.9,21,22

To overcome these limitations, our group recently developed
an integrated approach in which fibrosis detection by high-
resolution (up to 80 lm3) 3D contrast-enhanced MRI (CE-MRI)
was validated in the human heart by histological studies,8 and
clinical relevance was shown through a proof-of-concept in vivo
study.23 CE-MRI of functionally mapped atria can be used to
analyze the influence of atrial structure on AF driver track
formation and arrhythmia maintenance. In our recent ex vivo
human study, we have demonstrated that human AF may be
driven by microanatomic reentrant AF drivers anchored to
fibrotically insulated tracks within the complex atrial wall.
Moreover, the study highlighted the essential role of transmural
fibrosis, myofiber orientation, and wall thickness in sustaining
AF in the human lateral right atria (LRA).8 The study suggests
that if structural fingerprints unique to AF driver regions can be
found, then structural analysis of the entire atria could predict
AF driver locations with assigned probabilities.

In the present study, we have developed novel detailed
structural analysis of 3D CE-MRI of the explanted intact human
atria, which provides the first systematic computational
analysis of intact and entire 3D human atrial structure (wall
thickness, histologically validated transmural fibrosis, and 3D
myofiber orientation). In addition, we utilized 3D computer
simulations based on structural and functional imaging data of
the same intact human atria with unprecedented highest spatial
resolution to study the mechanisms sustaining AF.

Methods
An expanded Methods section can be found in Data S1.

Ex Vivo Intact Human Atria and Bi-Atrial Optical
Mapping
An intact explanted human heart19 (Heart #947200, motor
vehicle accident, rejected for transplant because of age and
comorbidities, 63-year-old woman, chronic hypertension,
hypothyroidism, previous hysterectomy, heart weight 608 g)
from the Lifeline of Ohio Organ Procurement Organization was

Clinical Perspective

What Is New?

• The novel 3-dimensional structural analysis based on
histologically validated contrast-enhanced MRI reports for
the first time collective quantification of the entire human 3-
dimensional atrial architecture, including atrial wall thick-
ness variation, transmural fibrosis distribution, and myofiber
orientation, with 180-lm resolution.

• Through integration of high-resolution optical mapping with
contrast-enhanced MRI, this study provides the first direct
evidence that atrial fibrillation reentrant drivers may be
identifiable by their distinct structural “fingerprints,” which
consist of a specific combination of intermediate wall
thickness, intermediate fibrosis, and twisted myofiber
orientation.

What Are the Clinical Implications?

• Our novel 3-dimensional computational framework can be
applied to clinical delayed-enhancement MRI to quantita-
tively analyze the structural reentrant atrial fibrillation driver
“fingerprints” and may provide a novel method for predict-
ing atrial fibrillation driver locations and improving patient-
specific ablation therapies.

• This study suggests that 3-dimensional computational
analysis of integrated electrophysiological and structural
mapping may eventually shift the ablation paradigms from
extensive ablation of poorly estimated targets to a new
mechanism-based, minimally damaging, targeted treatment
of patient-specific “fingerprints” harboring reentrant atrial
fibrillation drivers.
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obtained in the operating room at the time of cross-clamp in
accordance with The Ohio State University Institutional
Review Board. The Institutional Review Board waived require-
ments for consent. Whole intact atria were dissected from
ventricles and coronary-perfused with oxygenated Tyrode
solution. Subepicardial, bi-atrial optical mapping with near-
infrared voltage-sensitive dye di-4-ANBDQBS was conducted
during sinus rhythm, posterior left atrium (PLA) pacing, and
burst pacing-induced sustained AF. The activation maps were
recently published in Zhao et al19 for this heart. Throughout
the experiments, a high spatial (1009100 pixels) and
temporal (1 ms) resolution UltimaL CMOS camera (SciMedia,
Japan) was focused on both atrial chambers (1169116 mm2

optical field of view) to achieve maximal coverage of the atria.
AF drivers were defined as sustained rotational activity in the
area of highest dominant frequency.8

Ex Vivo CE-MRI of Human Atria
After the functional mapping experiment, the human atria
were formalin fixed and kept at 4°C. To prepare the heart for
CE-MRI, it was washed out with phosphate buffered saline and
then incubated at 4°C in 0.2% Gd-DTPA (dimeglumine
gadopentetate Magnevist; Bayer Schering Pharma) for 7 days
as previously described for human LRA.8 CE-MRI was
performed using a 9.4 T Bruker BioSpin Spectrometer
(Ettlingen, Germany) and a 72-mm volume coil at a resolution
of 18091809360 lm3. CE-MRI images of the human atria
(107961985 mm3) were interpolated to an isotropic resolu-
tion of 180 lm3, segmented, and smoothed using a custom
Matlab program (MathWorks) and visualized in 3D using Amira
(FEI Company) (Figure 1 and Figure S1).23,24 Optical maps
and the reconstructed 3D human atrial model were reconciled
using atrial anatomical landmarks.8

3D Bi-Atrial Wall Thickness
In this study, a robust approach to estimate the 3D atrial wall
thickness across both atrial chambers was used to solve the
Laplace equation with 2 different boundary conditions specified
at both epicardial and endocardial surfaces from reconstructed
CE-MRI and then tracing trajectories/distances between the 2
surfaces along the local gradient of the resultant Laplace
solutions (Figure S2).25,26 The Laplace solutions were also used
to divide the 3D atrial tissue into 3 equal size subvolumes:
subendocardium, midwall, and subepicardium (Figure 2).

3D Fibrosis Estimation
Image voxels containing fibrotic tissue have a higher signal
intensity compared with nonfibrotic voxels when imaged using
CE-MRI.8,24 Fibrosis was measured from CE-MRI images by

applying a global fibrosis mask color coded to show
transmurality (Figure 3A). Fibrosis quantification was vali-
dated by using a least-square approximation based on a
sequence of local fibrosis threshold values from 2D CE-MRI
images (resliced and interpolated by using Amira) and
matched Masson’s trichrome staining with 0.5-lm2 resolution
(Figure 3C).8 Fibrosis density was constructed for each voxel
by determining the percent of neighboring fibrotic voxels with
in a radius of 5 pixels (Figures 4 and 5).

3D Myofiber Estimation
The structure tensor approach utilized the signal intensity
variation of the CE-MRI images and 3D Eigen-analysis to
estimate 3D fiber orientations by modeling local fiber
alignment as the orientation with the least signal variation
(Figures 6 and 7), as described in detail in our previous
work.15,19,24

Modeling 3D Atrial Electrical Propagations
The spread of electrical activation in the realistic 3D human
atrial geometry can be simulated by solving the cardiac
monodomain equation using a voxel-based finite difference
solver.10,27 In this study, we have adapted the simplified 3-
current Fenton-Karma cellular activationmodels to recreate the
optically recorded regional conduction velocities and action
potential durations (APDs) in the PLA region from the same
heart, which was then applied across both atria of the model
(Figure 8).15,28 Atrial 3D geometrywith a resolution of 180 lm3

including accurate wall thickness, myofiber orientations, and
transmural fibrosis, was integrated with the adapted cellular
model into a 3D computer model. Electrical conductivities were
set at an anisotropic ratio of 9:1, which led to �3:1 regional
anisotropic ratio for conduction velocities along the long axis of
the cell and allowed the proper reproduction of the experimen-
tally mapped conduction velocities as utilized by previous atrial
modeling studies.4,15 Fibrosis and simulated ablation lesion
lines were modeled as nonconducting tissue.4,29 The simulated
activation time maps were interpolated, smoothed, and visu-
alized on the epicardial surface mesh of the human atria. A total
of 12 atrial locationswere chosen in computermodels as pacing
sites for trains of stimuli with gradually reduced coupling
intervals until either arrhythmia was induced or conduction
failed (Figure 8G through 8I). Computer simulations of reen-
trant drivers were run for 10 s before either intervention or
conclusion of the simulation.

Statistical Analysis
Differences between driver and nondriver regions were
estimated using the nonparametric Mann–Whitney test in
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Figure 1. Intact human atria imaged using CE-MRI. The explanted intact human atria
were visualized in 3-dimensional (3D) from a posterior (A) and right lateral (B) view. CS is
highlighted in green in (A). C, Typical 2-dimensional (2D) raw CE-MRI images are displayed
from the top to the bottom of the 3D atrial volume with a spatial distance of 0.54 cm from
the SVC, and their locations from the SVC are indicated by the dashed lines in (A and B).
BB indicates Bachmann’s bundle; CE-MRI, contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance
imaging; CS, coronary sinus; CT, crista terminalis; IAS, interatrial septum; IVC/SVC,
inferior/superior vena cava; LA/RA, left/right atrium; LAA/RAA, left/right atrial
appendage; LRA, lateral right atrium; LSPV/LIPV/RSPV/RIPV, left superior/left inferior/
right superior/right inferior pulmonary vein; PLA, posterior left atrium.
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Minitab 17. Data are presented as mean�SD or median and
95% confidence interval.

Results

Structural Characteristics of the Intact Human
Atria
The intact human heart contained all key atrial regions,30 such
as coronary sinus, crista terminalis, Bachmann’s bundle,
pulmonary veins (PVs), left/right atrial appendage, PLA, and
pectinate muscles. The 3D segmented human atria with 180-
lm3 resolution are displayed at a posterior view (Figure 1A)

and right lateral view (Figure 1B). Eight typical 2D CE-MRI
images are shown in Figure 1C. Cavity volumes of left (LA)
and right atrium (RA) were 41.4 and 47.4 cm3, respectively.

The estimated 3D atrial wall thickness maps demonstrated
that the atrial septum, LRA, and anterior LA were the thickest
regions, and the PVs and superior/inferior vena cava were the
thinnest (Figure 2). The mean wall thickness for LA versus RA
was 3.7�1.7 mm versus 4.2�2.3 mm (Table). Furthermore,
RA had a wider range from 0.4 to 11.7 mm, compared with LA
from 1.1 to 8.6 mm. Thicker areas of the atria bordered
thinner regions in the PLA, LA roof and floor, and a complex
thickness variation pattern was observed in the LRA
(Figure 2).

Figure 2. Three-dimensional (3D) atrial wall thickness variation across the whole human atria. Top left,
3D bi-atrial wall thickness of the human atria is superimposed on the atrial epicardium and displayed from
the posterior view. Top right, transmural cross section of human atria. Bottom left, 3D wall thickness of the
LRA is superimposed on the atrial endocardium and displayed from the right lateral view. Bottom right,
enhanced view of the AF driver region in the LRA. The white ovals indicate the locations of AF driver regions
defined by optical mapping. AF indicates atrial fibrillation; CT, crista terminalis; Endo, endocardium; Epi,
epicardium; IAS, interatrial septum; IVC/SVC, inferior/superior vena cava; RA, right atrium; LAA/RAA, left/
right atrial appendage; LRA, lateral right atrium; LSPV/LIPV/RSPV/RIPV, left superior/left inferior/right
superior/right inferior pulmonary vein; PLA, posterior left atrium; PMs, pectinate muscles.
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Original CE-MRI images had adequate signal intensity
contrast between atrial myocardium and fibrotic tissue
(Figures 1C and 3C) so that fibrosis could be identified and
analyzed. Transmural fibrosis was heterogeneously distributed
through the varying thickness of the 3D atrial wall. Fibrosis
occupied 36.9% of the subendocardium, 14.2% of the midwall,

and 3.4% of the subepicardium of the whole human atria
(Figure 3A and 3B, Table). Subepicardial fibrosis was mainly
clustered in the inferior PLA and LRA. The LA subendocardium
contained 61.9% fibrotic tissue concentrated in the PLA, LA
roof, and floor, while the RA subendocardium contained only
25.7% fibrotic tissue, mainly in the LRA (Figure 3A). Our CE-

Figure 3. Three-dimensional (3D) fibrosis distribution across the whole human atria. A, 3D fibrosis
distribution in atrial volume was color-coded and visualized transmurally using a rainbow color spectrum:
blue for epicardium and red for endocardium. Fibrosis transmurality is displayed in the PLA and LRA,
respectively. The white ovals indicate the locations of AF driver regions defined by optical mapping. B, The
original color intensity distribution of the CE-MRI images is plotted in subepicardium (epi), midwall, and
subendocardium (endo) regions. Here blue, yellow, and orange are used to show the number of voxels of
the RA, LA, and identified fibrosis, respectively. C, The fibrosis threshold value was chosen by matching 2-
dimensional (2D) histology sections stained by Masson’s trichrome (left) to 2D CE-MRI images (middle);
then a color mask was applied to show transmural fibrosis (right). AF indicates atrial fibrillation; CE-MRI,
contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance imaging; CT, crista terminalis; Endo, endocardium; Epi, epicardium;
IAS, interatrial septum; IVC/SVC, inferior/superior vena cava; LA/RA, left/right atrium; LAA/RAA, left/right
atrial appendage; LRA, lateral right atrium; LSPV/LIPV/RSPV/RIPV, left superior/left inferior/right
superior/right inferior pulmonary vein; PLA, posterior left atrium.
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MRI and other studies30 indicate a thin endocardial layer (0.1–
0.7 mm) of predominantly fibrous tissue in the left atria,
which explains why the highest percent of fibrosis was
observed in the LA endocardium. The functional effect of this
endocardial layer of fibrous tissue needs to be evaluated in
future studies.

Analysis of CE-MRI images accurately estimated 3D
myofiber orientations, which are displayed and color-coded
relative to an inclination angle shown in Figure 6. The fiber
pattern in the LA was characterized by general circumfer-
ential orientations in the atrial roof and floor, and vertical
tracts in the PLA. The atrial roof and LRA regions were
dominated by major muscular bundles, the extension of
Bachmann’s bundle, crista terminalis, and pectinate mus-
cles, where myofibers were organized and oriented along
the long axis of the bundles. Other areas throughout the

human atria were characterized by more disorganized fiber
orientations.15,30

3D Atrial Structural Fingerprints of AF Diver
Regions
Bi-atrial optical mapping revealed stable and long-lasting
reentrant AF drivers.19 Several reproducible, pacing-induced
episodes of AF were sustained by 2 reentrant AF drivers in
the superior and inferior PLA regions with frequencies of
7.6 Hz up to 70 minutes. Fibrillatory activity in 1 AF episode
with 2 PLA drivers spontaneously converted to activity with
a single reentrant driver in the LRA with a frequency of
4.5 Hz for 49 s. The inferior PLA reentrant driver was
spatially stable within a 24933 mm2 region at the junction
of the right inferior PV with the atrial floor. The AF driver

Figure 4. Optical mapping defined AF driver regions have structural characteristics distinct from
nondriver regions. The proportion (%) of the atrial volume for varying combinations of normalized wall
thickness and fibrosis density is shown for the PLA driver region (A), LRA driver region (B), and nondriver
regions (C). D, AF driver fingerprints, defined by fibrosis density and wall thickness ranges by weighting
positively with driver regions and negatively with nondriver regions, were found to be most specific at
normalized wall thickness (20–30%) and fibrosis density (20–30%). Wall thickness was normalized to the
minimum and maximum values (0%=0.4 mm, 100%=11.7 mm). AF indicates atrial fibrillation; LRA, lateral
right atrium; PLA, posterior left atrium.
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region was characterized by wall thickness varying between
thicker green) and thinner (blue) tissue (Figure 2), and
clusters of transmural fibrosis (left panel of Figure 3A). The
superior PLA driver was excluded from initial quantitative
analysis of driver fingerprints in this study because its exact
driver track was hidden from optical mapping by the
curvature of the atrial roof. The LRA driver was located
within a region 10919 mm2 of the pectinate muscle
complex with highly variable thickness (Figure 2) and fibrosis
strands (Figure 3B).

The specific range of fibrosis and wall thickness that
distinguished driver regions from nondriver regions was
determined quantitatively by weighing the full ranges posi-
tively with the ranges found in the inferior PLA and LRA driver
regions (Figure 4A and 4B) and inversely with nondriver
regions (Figure 4C). This analysis found that driver regions
were characterized by a higher proportion of wall thickness
that was 20% to 30% of the total thickness range and a higher
proportion of tissue with 20% to 30% fibrosis density
(Figure 4D). The wall thickness range (20–30%) prevalent in

Figure 5. Three-dimensional dispersion of intermediate wall thickness and fibrosis across the
whole human atria. A, Intermediate wall thickness regions (pink) of the human atria are displayed
from the PLA and LRA views. B, Intermediate fibrosis regions (purple) of the human atria displayed
from the PLA and LRA views. C, Regions of both intermediate wall thickness and fibrosis (orange)
act as fingerprints by distinguishing AF driver regions from the whole atria. The white ovals indicate
the locations of AF driver regions defined by optical mapping. AF indicates atrial fibrillation; CT,
crista terminalis; Epi, epicardium; IVC/SVC, inferior/superior vena cava; RA, right atrium; RAA, right
atrial appendage; LRA, lateral right atrium; LSPV/LIPV/RSPV/RIPV, left superior/left inferior/right
superior/right inferior pulmonary vein; PLA, posterior left atrium.
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the driver regions, defined as intermediate wall thickness, was
highlighted across the whole atria as shown in Figure 5A.
Similarly, the fibrosis density range (20–30%) prevalent in
driver regions, defined as intermediate fibrosis, was also
highlighted across the whole atria (Figure 5B). More impor-
tantly, highlighting only regions that fell within the interme-
diate ranges for both fibrosis density and wall thickness
(Figure 5C) revealed some of the structural characteristics
that may define AF driver fingerprints. These fingerprints
covered 14.4% of the inferior PLA driver region and 6.4% of
the LRA driver region.

Additionally, we discovered that the 2 AF drivers were located
in atrial tissue with sharp myofiber twists. The inferior PLA
reentrant driver was located at the intersection of the circumfer-
ential atrial floor myofibers and vertical PLA myofibers (Fig-
ure 6A). Furthermore, part of the LRA reentrant circuit was
situated at the intersections between the vertical crista terminalis
and horizontal pectinate muscles (Figure 6B). Interestingly,
fibrosis clustered in strands along myofiber orientations that
may further enhance the structural anisotropy and represent
additional components of AF driver fingerprints (Figure 6).

Next, we attempted to use the results from the structural
analysis to define the proportion of fingerprints in the superior
PLA driver region. The fingerprints optimized using the parame-
ters of the inferior PLA and LRAdriver regionswere able to identify
6.7% of fingerprints in this superior PLA driver region
(�18925 mm2) suggested by optical mapping19 (Figure 7).
Furthermore, to robustly test that randomly resampling the
remaining human atrial tissue with similar size (9-mm-radius
spheres) to the 3 driver regions consistently shows a lower
proportion of fingerprints, we have sequentially, randomly
generated 99 such regions within nondriver regions (MathWorks,

Inc.). The median proportion of fingerprints for nondriver regions
is 0.03% (95% confidence interval, 0.01–0.117%) and mean
0.42�0.99%,which is significantly lower than themedian of the 3
driver regions 6.7% (95% confidence interval, 6.4–14.4%) and
mean 9.17�4.53% (P<0.0029).

Functionally and Structurally Realistic Human
Atria 3D Computer Model
We sought to develop an integrated computational AF model
based on high-resolution functional mapping (APDs and conduc-
tion velocities) (Figure 8A through 8C) and structural mapping
(atrial geometry,fibrosis, andmyofiber orientations) (Figures 2, 3,
and 6). The detailed 3D human atria computer model was
developed to reproduce optically recorded electrical activation
patterns during sinus rhythm (Figure 8D) and PLA pacing
(Figure 8E), as well as the APD distribution during PLA pacing
(Figure 8F). Thecomputermodelwas then used to investigate the
contribution of structure to AF. Reentrant drivers were induced
from 4 of 12 stimulation sites (Figure 8G), either in the inferior/
superior PLA or LRA regions. For illustration, simulated reentry in
the inferior PLA induced by pacing from the atrial floor or from the
right inferior PV is displayed in Figure 8Hand8I, andFigure9A.On
the other hand, computer models lacking myofiber orientations
and fibrosis data failed to induce sustained AF from any of the 12
pacing locations (Figure 9C).

3D Computer Model to Evaluate Different
Ablation Approaches
We then evaluated the computer model’s efficiency for
testing different ablation procedures on the same AF drivers

Figure 5. Continued.
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in the same atrial structure to design optimal heart-specific
ablation procedures. The 3D mask mimicking transmural
ablation lesions (diameter �5 mm) was treated as unex-
citable regions in the computer model. We tested the
ablation strategy that disrupts the microanatomic track of
the reentrant driver with a single linear ablation lesion drawn
from the reentrant driver to the nearest anatomical border
as developed in Hansen et al.8 Targeted ablation (�2-cm2

area) forming a line from the center of the inferior PLA
reentrant track to the right inferior PV terminated the
reentry effectively and prevented the reinduction of arrhyth-
mia (Figure 9B). Simulated PV isolation had almost no
impact on the AF driver and failed to terminate AF
(Figure S3A). A driver regional ablation approach that
targeted the area of rotation with an area �3.1 cm2 slowed

AF (Figure S3B) and only terminated AF if increased to
>4 cm2.

Discussion
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first systematic
analysis performed on structurally and functionally imaged
intact human atria. The novel structural analysis in this study
illustrates the complex wall thickness variation, transmural
fibrosis distribution, and 3D myofiber architecture of the
human heart. Moreover, AF reentrant drivers in this heart
were distinguishable by fingerprints of specific intermediate
wall thickness and fibrosis combined with twisted myofiber
orientation. The subsequent computer model allowed us to
investigate inducibility and maintenance of AF drivers in the

Figure 6. Three-dimensional (3D) myofiber tracts of the intact human atria show misalignment in AF driver regions. 3D myofiber tracts colored
by absolute inclination angles between 0° to 90° are displayed from the PLA (A) and LRA (B) views. Here blue is coded for circumferential angles
and red for verticals with reference of the imaging coordinates. Right: Fibrosis tends to deposit along the myofiber orientations to enhance
structural and electrical anisotropy. AF indicates atrial fibrillation; CT, crista terminalis; IVC/SVC, inferior/superior vena cava; RA, right atrium;
LAA/RAA, left/right atrial appendage; LRA, lateral right atrium; LSPV/LIPV/RSPV/RIPV, left superior/left inferior/right superior/right inferior
pulmonary vein; PLA, posterior left atrium; PMs, pectinate muscles.
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presence and absence of detailed underlying atrial structure,
therefore providing insight about the crucial role of underlying
structural contributors in sustaining AF.

Role of Atrial Structure in Sustaining AF
Since the early 20th century when Lewis et al31 proposed
that a single reentry could sustain and drive AF, many
explanations have been suggested for the mechanisms driving
AF as we have recently reviewed.7 However, most studies
accept the importance of atrial structure, and all mechanisms
would benefit from a method that can quantify the

contribution of atrial structural substrates to AF mainte-
nance.32–39 Spach and colleagues were the first to report
local conduction delay and morphological changes in electri-
cal signals caused by abrupt changes in myofiber orientations
and geometric tissue variations in the dog atria ex vivo.40

They subsequently presented the concept of nonuniform
anisotropic reentry, where myofiber orientations and collagen
act as substrates for microanatomic reentry in diseased
human atria.41 Atrial wall thickness variation may influence AF
activation patterns25; particularly, tissue thickness variation
has been demonstrated to possibly lead to drifting and
localization of reentrant drivers in a human atrial model.

Figure 7. Structural fingerprints in the superior PLA driver region. A, Three-dimensional (3D) bi-atrial wall
thickness of the human atria is superimposed on the atrial epicardium and displayed at the posterior roof
view. B, 3D fibrosis distribution in atrial volume was color-coded and visualized transmurally using a rainbow
color spectrum as in Figure 3A. C, 3D myofiber tracts visualized in the superior PLA driver region. D, Driver
structural fingerprints dispersion in the superior PLA driver region (endocardial view) based on Figure 5C.
The white ovals indicate the location of the superior PLA driver region suggested by optical mapping. AF
indicates atrial fibrillation; IVC/SVC, inferior/superior vena cava; RA, right atrium; LAA/RAA, left/right atrial
appendage; LSPV/LIPV/RSPV/RIPV, left superior/left inferior/right superior/right inferior pulmonary vein;
PLA, posterior left atrium.
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Figure 8. The 3-dimensional computer models were developed to reproduce the electrical propagation patterns consistent with
optical mapping data and test AF inducibility and maintenance. A, PLA action potentials (APs) during 2- and 4-Hz pacing for the
adapted Fenton-Karma cellular model (left) and optically recorded APs (right). Action potential duration (APD) restitution curve (B) and
conduction velocity (CV) restitution curve (C) for the adapted Fenton-Karma cellular model during PLA pacing based on optical mapping
data. Optical mapping (top) and the computational model (bottom) map electrical activation patterns (curved arrows) during sinus
rhythm (SR) (D) and during PLA pacing (E) and visualize APD distribution during PLA pacing (F). G, Twelve locations across the atria
selected as pacing sites for computer simulations. The pacing locations at which AF was induced or block occurred are shown as
colored stars on the atrial image. Computer simulation reproduced the inferior PLA reentrant AF driver when paced from the atrial floor
(H) and from the RIPV (I). AF indicates atrial fibrillation; BB, Bachmann’s bundle; CT, crista terminalis; Inf, inferior; IVC/SVC, inferior/
superior vena cava; RA, right atrium; LAA/RAA, left/right atrial appendage; LRA, lateral right atrium; LSPV/LIPV/RSPV/RIPV, left
superior/left inferior/right superior/right inferior pulmonary vein; PLA, posterior left atrium; SAN, sino-atrial node; Sup, superior.
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Moreover, development and progression of atrial fibrosis is
widely accepted as one of the most important substrates for
AF perpetuation by inducing marked local conduction abnor-
malities.4,5 Recent clinical studies in AF patients using in vivo
late gadolinium–enhanced MRI suggest that the extent and
distribution of atrial fibrosis is a reliable predicator of catheter
ablation success.6,9 Our recent studies of human RA ex vivo
using high-resolution CE-MRI directly demonstrated that the
combination of increased intramural fibrotic strands, greater
endo-epicardial myofiber misalignment, and atrial thickness
variation may create microanatomic tracks for stable reen-
trant AF drivers.7,8

Existing Structural Analysis Methodologies
Early knowledge on atrial fiber orientations has been obtained
by Ho and colleagues using photography and tracings of

visually observed myofiber tracts after manually dissecting
human hearts.30 The first complete quantitative description of
whole intact sheep atria myofiber architecture was done using
serial surface imaging and 3D structure tensor analysis.15,27

The structure tensor approach was extended to explanted
human atria imaged by our recent studies using CE-MRI,8 and
micro–computed tomography19 proved to be as robust an
approach as diffusion tensor imaging.20 In the past, numerous
wall thickness estimation approaches have been developed
for cardiac chambers.25 The most straightforward
approaches, such as the nearest neighbor method, which
calculates the shortest distance between the epicardial and
endocardial surfaces, or the normal-based method, which
calculates the length of lines normal to the epicardial surface
within a region, are error prone.8,25,26 A robust approach for
3D atrial wall thickness estimation across the atrial chambers
is to solve the Laplace equation.25 Furthermore, fibrosis was

Table. 3-Dimensional Atrial Structural Measurements of the Explanted Human Atria From the Contrast-Enhanced MRI Data
Analysis

Atrial Tissue and Cavity Volume

Left Atrium Right Atrium Whole Atria*

Tissue volume 30.7 cm3 37.2 cm3 74.2 cm3

Cavity volume 41.4 cm3 47.4 cm3 88.8 cm3

Wall Thickness

Left Atrium Right Atrium Whole Atria

Max 8.60 mm 11.7 mm 11.7 mm

Upper quartile 4.5 mm 5.6 mm 5.0 mm

Median 3.4 mm 3.8 mm 3.6 mm

Lower quartile 2.5 mm 2.5 mm 2.5 mm

Minimum 1.1 mm 0.4 mm 0.4 mm

Mean 3.7 mm 4.2 mm 4.0 mm

SD 1.7 mm 2.3 mm 2.0 mm

Fibrosis

Left Atrium Right Atrium

Overall Fibrosis % 23.2% Overall Fibrosis % 12.4%

2 Transmural Partitions 3 Transmural Partitions 2 Transmural Partitions 3 Transmural Partitions

Sub-Epi 7.5% Sub-Epi 4.2% Sub-Epi 4.0% Sub-Epi 2.6%

Sub-Endo 48.5% Midwall 21.6% Sub-Endo 21.2% Midwall 9.5%

Sub-Endo 61.9% Sub-Endo 25.7%

Whole Atria* (16.6%)

2 Transmural Partitions 3 Transmural Partitions

Sub-Epi 5.5% Sub-Epi 3.4%

Sub-Endo 30.3% Midwall 14.2%

Sub-Endo 36.9%

Epi, epicardium; Endo, endocardium; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging. *Includes left atrium, right atrium, and interatrial septum.
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typically identified by thresholding techniques, such as SDs
above a reference by us23,24 and others,42 a blood-pool-based
reference,43 and adapted histogram algorithm.22 The

Trayanova group22 was the first to devise a novel structural
analysis to quantitate fibrosis patterns across the human atria
using fibrosis density and entropy, and linked these

Figure 9. Realistic 3-dimensional (3D) human atrial computer models can test ablation strategies for
AF termination as well as the role structure plays in AF induction. A, The PLA reentrant driver was
replicated by burst pacing from the atrial floor with computer simulation. Action potentials (APs) from
locations 1 to 3 are displayed. B, The ablation strategy that created a linear transmural ablation lesion
from the reentrant pivoting point to the nearby physical border effectively terminated AF. C, Using the
same pacing protocol and location from the atrial floor that previously induced sustained AF, but with
fibrosis and 3D myofiber data removed from the model, led to conduction failure. AF indicates atrial
fibrillation; IVC/SVC, inferior/superior vena cava; LAA, left atrial appendage; LSPV/LIPV/RSPV/RIPV,
left superior/left inferior/right superior/right inferior pulmonary vein; PLA, posterior left atrium.
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parameters to AF driver locations. To date, there is no single
study that has integrated all 3 structural components that
may compose AF driver fingerprints.4,7,8

An Integrated Approach to Resolve Human AF
Driver Structural Fingerprints
Computer models provide a powerful tool for quantitative
examination of structural substrates and their individual
contribution to AF mechanisms.6,11 Our results from com-
puter models in the presence or absence of structure
suggested that atrial structure itself may be necessary for
reentry initiation and maintenance. The recent computer
simulation work by Gonzales et al examined the impact of
atrial structural (myofibers and fibrosis) properties on rotor
evolution.28 The more recent computer simulation study by
the Trayanova group22 based on in vivo late gadolinium–
enhanced MRI went further and suggested that AF reentrant
drivers are perpetuated by fibrosis boundary zones charac-
terized by their fibrotic density and entropy metrics, which are
consistent with our findings.

Our study takes the next step in defining AF structural
substrates by integrating high-resolution functional data with a
3D structural detailed analysis of atrial wall thickness, fibrosis
distribution, and myofiber architecture of entire human atria.
In this study, we have further refined fibrosis identification in
CE-MRI images via histological staining of the same heart,24

and extended the fiber orientation analysis to the whole
human atria imaged using CE-MRI. We also developed a novel
computational framework to estimate 3D wall thickness
across both atrial chambers.25 We discovered that the 2
localized reentrant AF driver regions functionally identified by
optical mapping19 correlate with certain structural character-
istics, such as intermediate regions of atrial wall thickness and
fibrosis in regions with twisted transmural myofiber orienta-
tions. Furthermore, we have demonstrated that a higher
proportion of combined intermediate wall thickness and
fibrosis distinguished the 3 atrial drivers (14.4% and 6.7% in
inferior and superior PLA, respectively, and 6.4% in LRA) from
the rest of the atrial tissue (median 0.03%). Further develop-
ment of our quantitative analysis may provide an alternative
novel approach to the fibrosis density and entropy measure-
ments22 for predicting AF driver regions based on atrial
structural fingerprints through noninvasive CE-MRI.

AF Ablation Strategies and Future Directions
Recent clinical studies utilizing different ablation strategies
(eg, PV isolation and FIRM, Focal Impulse and Rotor
Modulation) yielded varying results/outcomes.3,6,35,44 Impor-
tantly, ablation lesion sets are not reversible, so the success
of different procedures can never be compared for the same

patient.13,45 The computer modeling approach is currently the
only way to compare a variety of ablation strategies on the
same heart and can be used for ablation planning and
guidance.14,36 Earlier computer modeling studies were utilized
to test the effectiveness of different PV isolation ablation
patterns45–47 and to evaluate ablation lesion gaps.11,48 A
recent study identified optimal ablation targets with smallest
amount of tissue ablated to terminate left atrial flutter using
patient-specific models based on in vivo late gadolinium–
enhanced MRI.43

Since our method showed that the human atrial wall could
vary in thickness from 0.4 to 11.7 mm, the detailed
knowledge of atrial wall thickness variation could help plan
the power and timing of any ablation procedure to ensure
transmural lesions with no collateral damage to structures
outside the heart.25 Furthermore, if AF drivers are identified,
our proposed single-line ablation approach required �50%
less tissue destruction for successful termination of AF
compared with other driver-targeting ablation strategies
(Figure 9 and Figure S3B). We plan to conduct a systematic
structural analysis for a large number of ex vivo human atria
mapped with integrated high-resolution CE-MRI and optical
mapping using the computational framework outlined here to
define structural fingerprints universal among reentrant AF
drivers and design optimal ablation procedures.

Study Limitations
Our study is limited, as it is based on 1 explanted diseased
human heart, and all our observations are specific for this
heart. Future studies are necessary to apply the novel 3D
computational high-resolution framework in a greater amount
of human hearts with a variety of disease history to define
reproducible AF driver fingerprints. There were 3 optically
identified AF driver regions in this human heart and only the
inferior PLA and LRA drivers were used for initial quantitative
analysis characterizing fingerprints, since the precise location
of the superior PLA driver track was not seen well by optical
mapping. The fixation process of the atria may affect size and
thickness variation measurements derived from ex vivo CE-
MRI by �5% as shown by other studies.49 The computed atrial
wall thickness in the left atrial appendage was found to be
affected by the extremely complex and trabecular atrial
anatomy,30 and thus wall thickness of the left atrial
appendage was not reported. The atrial cellular activation
model is based on a simplified Fenton-Karma model, not
biophysics-based cellular models10,12 for the sake of compu-
tational efficiency, although it was validated by optical
mapping data in this study and widely used by us15,27 and
others.28 Additionally, because of a single uniform cellular
model used across the atria in the computer model, APDs in
some regions (eg, distal side of PV sleeves) may not match
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well between modeling and optical mapping. Nevertheless,
APD values across the RA (209–320 ms) and LA (210–
312 ms) for both optical mapping and the computer simula-
tion are within the range of clinical monophasic action
potential measurements of RA (209–351 ms) and LA (202–
339 ms) in patients with and without AF history.50,51 A family
of cellular models will need to be developed and used in the
3D computer model to match entire atrial regional cellular
heterogeneity. Finally, the ex vivo human heart was dener-
vated and without the external influence of the autonomic
nervous system and metabolic stresses that are known to
play a critical role in AF.39 However, explanted human hearts
give us the unique opportunity to control autonomic influence
and evaluate AF mechanisms at different levels of autonomic
stimulation. In our study, all presented functional data were
recorded during isoproterenol, which is commonly used in
clinical studies of AF,44,52–54 to recapitulate the influence of
autonomic stimulation.

Conclusions
Our novel integrative approach combining ex vivo functional
and 3D structural imaging at the highest resolution to date,
with computer simulation of intact human atria provides for
the first time detailed 3D analysis of wall thickness,
myofiber orientation, and transmural fibrosis to define the
heart-specific structural fingerprints of AF drivers. The
further development of 3D computational models based
on ex vivo human heart studies may allow defining
fingerprints of AF drivers that can be applied to AF driver
identification in vivo.
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Data S1.

Supplemental Methods 

Ex-vivo MRI of human atria 
Contrast-enhanced MRI (CE-MRI) was used to define surface geometry and micro-structure of 
atria as previously described.1 After the optical mapping experiment, the whole human 
atria were formalin fixed for 48-72 hours, then washed out with PBS and incubated at 4°C in 
0.2% Gd-DTPA (dimeglumine gadopentetate Magnevist, Bayer Schering Pharma) for 7 days in 
order to perform a CE-MRI. The human atria were imaged at The Ohio State University using a 
9.4 T Bruker BioSpin Spectrometer (Ettlingen, Germany) and a 72 mm volume 
coil. FLASH_3Dslab_bas protocol was used to obtain high-resolution images with the 
following parameters: echo time 3.4ms, repetition time 16.7ms, flip angle 30°, naver=8 
and fat suppression on (BW = 1520 HZ). Volume images with ~180×180×360 µm3 
resolution and dimensions of 107×61×85 mm3 were obtained within 5 hours. 

A MatLab built-in Interpolate function (MathWorks, Inc.) was used to interpolate raw tissue MRI 
images along the Z-axis to obtain an isotropic resolution of ~180 µm3 for this 3D volume. 2D 
MRI images of the human atria with a resolution of ~180 µm2 were segmented using a carefully 
selected global threshold (134) to effectively eliminate most of the background noise. The whole 
procedure was processed and visualized in 3D using commercial software Amira (FEI 
Company). A manual interactive segmentation approach was employed on each 2D imaging 
slice by visualizing the image data in orthogonal views to help further segment atrial anatomical 
regions (Figure 1), such as pulmonary veins, superior vena cava, coronary sinus, and coronary 
arteries, and to remove tissue structures that were not directly related to atria (background 
noise, fat, ventricular tissue etc.). A minimal bounding box was employed on the original CE-
MRI images to minimize space and memory usage. Finally a suite of image processing tools 
were employed to process the high-resolution images to smooth internal structures, extract 
tissue boundaries, and digitally construct a voxel-based 3D volume (Figure 1).2 The optical 
mapping and reconstructed 3D human atrial structure were reconciled using atrial anatomical 
landmarks.3  

3D atrial wall thickness estimation 
A robust approach for 3D atrial wall thickness estimation across the two atrial chambers is 
to solve the Laplace equation with two boundary conditions specified at both epicardial 
and endocardial surfaces.4 As previously seen in our study1 and others5, simpler approaches, 
such as measuring normal projection or closest point from one surface to the other one, are 
error-prone. 

We have extended this Laplace approach to the whole human atria imaged by CE-MRI. First of 
all, we needed to close atrial chambers manually by adding artificial barriers to the 
four pulmonary veins (PVs), mitral valve, tricuspid valve, superior vena cava and inferior vena 
cava. A region grow function was used to obtain the endocardial surfaces and then the 
epicardial surface, seeding from the corresponding cavity and background spaces, 
respectively (Figure S1). The non-surface tissue region and both atrial cavities were also 
extracted (Figure S2). Finally, 3D atrial wall variation across the two atrial chambers was 
estimated by solving the Laplace equation and then tracing the trajectories along the 
gradient field of the Laplace solutions connecting the two surfaces. Atrial cavity/tissue 
volume, right atrium (RA) vs left atrium (LA), was estimated as well (Table 1). 

The Laplace equation for the given 3D human atrial volume is shown below: 
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According to the Taylor expansion, a point 𝜙𝜙𝑖𝑖 and its neighbouring points (𝜙𝜙𝑖𝑖−1 and 𝜙𝜙𝑖𝑖+1) were 
chosen along the x-axis, with a separation distance of h in one dimension, we obtained the 
following equations: 
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Adding Equations (2) and (3) and removing third and higher order terms, we could rearrange it 
into the following so-called central difference method6: 

𝜕𝜕2ϕ
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ℎ2

, (4) 

Extending this into three dimensions, we now had expressions of each of the terms in the 3D 
Laplace equation. Substituting into Equation (1): 
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 = 0, (5) 

Rearranging it into 
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With the above central difference formula, we could solve the Laplace solution with a second-
order accuracy iteratively. For each iteration, the maximum relative change for each pixel was 
calculated in order to decide whether the numerical solution had converged or not: 

𝜖𝜖(𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗, 𝑘𝑘) = �𝜙𝜙
𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖−1(𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗,𝑘𝑘)−𝜙𝜙𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗,𝑘𝑘)

𝜙𝜙𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖−1(𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗,𝑘𝑘)
�, (7) 

In our implementation, the Laplace solver was terminated when numerical solutions were solved 
with a maximum relative error of 0.02%. Additionally, a successive over relaxation was used to 
significantly decrease computation time and the most common value for the relaxation factor 
(𝜔𝜔 = 1.4)7 was adopted 

𝜙𝜙(𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗, 𝑘𝑘)(𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁) = (1 − 𝜔𝜔) 𝜙𝜙(𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗, 𝑘𝑘)(𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂) + 𝜔𝜔𝜙𝜙(𝚤𝚤, 𝚥𝚥, 𝑘𝑘)� , (8) 

Where 𝜙𝜙(𝚤𝚤, 𝚥𝚥, 𝑘𝑘)�  is given by Equation (6). 

To solve the Laplace equation (1) or (6) over the 3D atrial volume, constant boundary conditions 
have to be specified at the epicardial and endocardial surfaces.4 In our case, we used 100 and 
300 respectively in our 3D numerical solver. Due to the fact that human atria are composed of 
dual chambers, it was necessary to divide the atrial tissue into RA and LA, and then solve the 
Laplace equation separately on each atrial chamber. 

After obtaining the Laplace solution field, the gradient map was calculated for each of the 
solutions using MatLab's built-in gradient function and then normalised by magnitude at each 
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point. The 3D wall thickness at any location in atrial volume was estimated by using the 
following procedures: Starting from any point and it’s gradient from one surface, a line travelling 
along the local gradient will keep propagating using a new point and its’ gradient within the 3D 
volume, till it reaches the other surface of interest in the Laplace solutions. The distance 
travelled from the original point on the surface along its traveling path was recorded as the atrial 
wall thickness. This procedure was then repeated for every point on the surface and therefore, 
to complete the calculation of the atrial wall thickness map. Finally, a MATLAB built-in 
interpolation function, interp3, was used to smooth the wall thickness map and fill in any 
unassigned values within the 3D atrial volume.  

Other important information we can extract from the Laplace solutions was the transmurality of 
atrial volume. Given that the values of the Laplace solutions varied from 100 (fixed at the 
epicardium) to 300 (fixed at the endocardium), we chose the regions with values from 175 to 
225 as transmural/mid-wall tissue, values smaller than 175 as the subepicardial regions and 
values larger than 225 as the subendocardial regions. In this way, we can separate the 3D atrial 
wall into three different partitions and study the difference in atrial structure in these partitions 
throughout our study.  

3D fibrosis distribution estimation 
Fibrosis has higher intensity compared with non-fibrotic tissue when imaged using the CE-MRI 
approach.1, 8 Fibrosis percentage was measured from 2D CE-MRI sections by applying a 
fibrosis enhancement mask. The mask was based on signal intensity threshold differences of 
connective and muscular tissue, and was validated with 2D histology sections. After the CE-MRI 
scan, key regions of the same heart were stained by Masson's trichrome with 0.5×0.5 µm2 
resolution. 3D CE-MRI structures were registered with the corresponding high-resolution 
histological data using anatomical landmarks, allowing for comparison of similar slice sections in 
MRI imaging and histology staining (Figure 3C). Then, a series of 2D re-sliced CE-MRI images 
were analyzed to obtain an optimal global threshold value to identify fibrosis throughout the 
human atria by comparing corresponding histological sections.  

To characterize fibrosis in histological data, non-fibrosis pixels must be removed, namely areas 
dominated by nuclei, cytoplasm (red/purple) and background (white). First, white pixels were 
filtered out by removing pixels with luminance greater than 128 (uint8 RGB) using a weighted 
formula (0.2126*red + 0.7152*green + 0.0722*blue). Red channel was then filtered out by 
removing all pixels greater or equal to 100. Next, pixels with insignificant amounts of blue were 
removed (< 100 in the blue channel). Finally, a median filter was applied to the remaining pixels 
to capture areas dense in connective tissue, i.e. fibrosis. We also calculated the total tissue area 
of each histological slice. Then the fibrosis percentage in each 2D section was estimated. 

The matched CE-MRI sections were used to find the intensity threshold required to obtain the 
same fibrosis percentage found from the histological slices for the regions separately. A least 
square fitting was employed to minimize the difference between the calculated fibrosis 
percentage in CE-MRI and the expected fibrosis percentage in histological sections. Therefore, 
a global threshold value (184) for CE-MRI (Figure 3) was found.  

To evaluate the fibrosis distribution in atrial volume, we color-coded and visualized fibrosis 
transmurally using a rainbow colour spectrum: blue for endocardium and red for epicardium 
(Figure 3). Furthermore, we measured fibrosis density by counting the percentage of fibrotic 
voxels out of the total volume of a sphere with a radius of 5 pixels. 
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Figure S1 

Figure S1. A-D: 3D epi and endo surfaces are shown from posterior and anterior views, 
respectively. A and B: the LA and RA epi (red and blue, respectively); C and D: the LA and RA 
endo (gold and cyan) and the interatrial septum region (yellow and green). LA/RA – left/right 
atrium, BB – Bachmann’s bundle, CS – coronary sinus, Endo – endocardium, Epi – epicardium, 
LS/LI/RS/RI PV – left superior/left inferior/right superior/right inferior pulmonary vein, IAS – inter-
atrial septum, IVC/SVC – inferior/superior vena cava, LAA/RAA – left/right atrial appendage, 
PLA – posterior left atrium. 
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Figure S2 

Figure S2. The atrial wall (light blue) of both atrial chambers (LA (red) and RA (green)) were 
manually closed, and Epi (dark blue) and Endo (teal) surfaces were selected before the Laplace 
equation was solved for 3D atrial wall thickness. Here a single 2D atrial mask (inferior section of 
the atria) was displayed, and different regions were highlighted in different colors. LA/RA – 
left/right atrium, BB – Bachmann’s bundle, CS – coronary sinus, Endo – endocardium, Epi – 
epicardium, LAA – left atrial appendage. 
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Figure S3 

Figure S3. Current clinical ablation strategies failed to terminate atrial fibrillation (AF) in the 
computer model. A. The AF driver at the inferior PLA was replicated in the computer model, and 
the anatomy-based pulmonary vein isolation (PVI) was employed but had no impact on AF cycle 
length or maintenance. B. A driver regional ablation approach that targeted the area of rotation 
with an area ~3.1 cm2 slowed AF. LS/LI/RS/RI PV – left superior/left inferior/right superior/right 
inferior pulmonary vein, IVC/SVC – inferior/superior vena cava, LAA – left atrial appendage, 
PLA – posterior left atrium. 
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